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Draft program 
 
Ninth Conference of Parliamentarians of the Arctic Region 
 
Venue: The European Parliament, Brussels 
Date: 13-15 September 2010 
 
13 September 
 
SCPAR meeting 
 
Meeting between SCPAR and observers 
 
15.00 Opening of the Conference 
 

Welcoming speeches and reports 
 
16.30 Sustainable use of living resources in the Arctic 
  
18.30 End of day 1 
 
18.30 Meeting Drafting Committee  
 
20.00 Dinner host by the European Parliament 
  
14 September 
 
08.30 Meeting Drafting Committee 
 
09.30 Cooperation in education and research - the legacy of IPY 
 
10.30  Break 
  
12.30 Lunch 
 
14.00 Excursion/social event 



 
15 September 
 
08.30 Meeting Drafting Committee 
 
09.30 The melting ice – consequences  
  
10.30 Break 
 
12.00 Adoption of the Conference Statement 
 Closing of the Conference 
 
12.30 SCPAR-meeting 
 
 



  
Report from the Secretary General      
 
The Eighth Conference of Arctic Parliamentarians, Fairbanks 12-
14 August 2008 
 
General 
 
The Conference in Fairbanks was a great event. For the first time parliamentarians from all 
eight Arctic Countries and the European Parliament were participating at a Conference of 
Parliamentarians of the Arctic Region and being parties to the Conference Statement. This is a 
significant step forward for the Arctic Parliamentary Cooperation and encouraging to 
everyone involved.  
 
The preparations of the Conference were very professionally taken care of by the UAF. All 
the reports I received from participants contacting the organizers in advance and during the 
Conference had only positive experiences. The friendliness and level of service was 
extraordinary. When they in addition provided us with a week of sunshine, after a month of 
rain, we can’t ask for much more. That made the excursions, like the riverboat trip at the 
Chena river, a wonderful experience.  
 
Alaska and Fairbanks was good venue for the Conference. Some of the participants got 
delayed on their way to Fairbanks because of cloud of dust from an erupting volcano, but 
everyone got there in the end. As senator Murkowski said, it’s hard to control the volcanoes. 
 
A report from the Conference in Fairbanks is being prepared by the organizers and the 
different parts for the conference were followed by a photographer.  
 
Preparations 
 
SCPAR was presented with the first draft program for the conference in Fairbanks at its 
meeting in Reykjavik in June 2007, well a year in advance of the conference. The Committee 
discussed the program at each following meeting and gave valuable input to the planning 
process.  
 
 
Conference structure and agenda 
 
After the sixth arctic conference in Nuuk (2004) it was decided that the agenda for conference 
in Kiruna should give more room for debate between the participants after the introductions 
on each subject. This was done in Kiruna and was a success. The same was the case for the 
Fairbanks meeting. 
 
The four main items on the agenda were;  

• Human Health in the Arctic 
• Arctic Marine Policy 
• Adaptation to climate change 
• Development of renewable energy resources 



 
The main topics of the Conference were timely and well chosen, and reflected the current 
possibilities and difficulties in Alaska as well as the rest of the Arctic. There were enough 
time to have four different topics on the agenda, in addition to the reports from the Arctic 
Council, SCPAR and the host.  
 
Human development and issues concerning the people living in the Arctic has been on the 
agenda for the Arctic parliamentarians for some time, but to have it discussed as an explicit 
agenda item was to take to the next step.  
 
The number of speakers on the agenda items differed from two - four. I believe four speakers 
on one agenda item are too many. The Conference should limit the number to two or three.  
To have both politicians and scientists as speakers brings forward different perspectives and 
works well. 
 
The number of parliamentarians taking the floor on each topic was maybe somewhat lower 
than in Kiruna in 2006. I believe language barriers is part of the reason why this was the case. 
In Kiruna there were translation into Swedish (Scandinavian) as well as English and Russian.  
 
Participation at the conference 
 
As mentioned in the beginning, the participation of all Arctic nations was an important and 
encouraging aspect of the conference. In addition there were many representatives from 
NGOs  and universities present. The receptions and excursions provided excellent venues and 
opportunities for interaction and contacts. 
 
To get the minister to participate at the conferences and present the work of the Arctic 
Council, is a continuing challenge. Even though the representative from the governmental 
side executed his task in a professional manner, it can never replace the direct contact with the 
responsible ministers.   
 
 
 


